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We started with a problem in logistics. Having spent the previous six years cruising
the waters between Skye and Jura we had visited most of the larger inhabited islands
so were looking for new ground to cover for our 1993 holiday and the Outer
Hebrides seemed to be the logical extension of our sailing waters. However the
problem of only having a week available for our annual cruise seemed to preclude
this as we did not want to just sail out, land then have to turn around and sail back.
We had two options, one being to bring the boat back on the ferry, the other to leave
the boat in Barra over the winter. This was much more sensible to our thinking and
would give us the added benefit of having to return the following year.

Without considering that there might be a member of the Wayfarer Association on
Barra - failure of the grey matter - I made contact with a couple on Barra who
assured me that boat storage would not be a problem. However, a problem did
develop in the form of the cruising secretary - Ralph Roberts - who, on hearing of
our plans, asked me to organise the trip as a Wayfarer rally. As wYeto be solitary
people who sail these waters for the peace, solitude and serenity, the idea of a dozen
boats charging around the Western Isles did not appeal to either of us. But Ralph
is an extremely persuasive chap and I finally relented, assuring my crew that no
other idiot would want a one way trip to Barra. In the end, of the three boats who
enquired about the trip, only one gave a definite yes, this being Chris Yerbury in
W6275. The other result of Ralph advertising our cruise in the Wayfarer News was
that I received a 'phone call from David Bickle (W5720) who lives on Barra offering
us any help he could. Things were beginning to come together.

The overall plan was to sail from Loch Feochan - three miles south of Oban where
the Barra ferry docks - and; there is a quiet boatyard with an easy slip. I'm sure
Chris must have wondered what he had let himself in for, when in response to
asking where he should meet us on the Friday morning, he was told "Oh you can't
miss us, we will be camped beside the road between Oban and Loch Feochan!"
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Friday 11th June

After the long drive from the south and only a few hours sleep we still managed to
wake reasonably early and complete the last few hundred yards to the boatyard. The
weather was overcast but with a hint of improvement and the wind was forecast as
north-easterly F3/4 - not too bad. After the preliminaries at the boatyard we drove

down to the slip and there was a solitary Wayfarer, on its trolley and under cover.

Still it was only 08.30 Irs.

3 ~~We started to get organised. The first day is always the worst. If we hadn't done
this before I would not have believed all the gear and food would fit in. WhileI ~~Andy sorted out the boat I started breakfast. Just as the kettle began to boil, a
Wayfarer appeared over the small hill leading to the slip. Despite not having met
I did admire their timing. Chris introduced us to his recently coerced crew, Paul,
and, over a cup of coffee and sandwiches, we sorted out our plan for the day - to try
and reach the north end of Coil by sailing up the Sound of Mull. The weather by
this time was definitely improving and once we had sorted out the boats, we set off
down Loch Feochan on a run, with the wind a pleasant F3. Round the dogleg at the
mouth of the loch and we were into the Firth of Loin, with the great bulk of Mull
to the west of us, Kerrera to the North and beyond the Garvellachs in the south west,I ~ ~Colonsay. The wind now fell light as we drifted north towards Bach Island just off
the south western tip of Kerrera and with nothing better to do than appreciate the
weather and stunning scenery we had a couple of beers and a sandwich.
"You know, people would probably pay a lot of money for this." remarked Andy,
breaking the tranquillity.

The breeze gradually picked up from the north-east and we carried on across to the
east Mull shore. Just off Loch Don the frull force of the wind pummelling downI ~ ~Loch Linnhe was felt and we decided to put in a reef. Whil st doing this I was
suddenly left with the gooseneck boom fitting in my hand, the rivets holding it
having decided to part company. We eventually slotted it back in and relied on theI ~ ~kicking strap to hold it in place. The three miles from Loch Don to Duart Point
proved to be extremely frustrating as we were beating against the stream and was
made doubly so by Chris and Paul appearing to make easy work of it, disappearing

round the point.

£ ~~Eventually we reached the point to find two figures standing waving so we waved
back! With my spectacles severely compromised by the amount of spray flying
around and Andy in need of a retina transplant we could only guess it was the otherI ~ ~boat crew. Sure enough on rounding the point we could make out a boat tied up to
the castle jetty, so back we reached. The lack of wind earlier and the headwind later
meant progress had not been too good so, while listening to the evening shipping.1 ~ ~forecast, we changed plans and decided to stop for the night near Loch Aline which
should be sheltered from the north-easterly. Looking at the OS map - which we find4 ~~much more usefuil for navigation than charts - we decided Ardtornish Bay would suit

our purpose.



With the wind still blowing FS and a reef in the main we set off to reach the six
miles to Ardtornish Bay. While screaming north across the Sound of Mull I noticed
the log-line had become tangled so, performing the usual Wayfarer sailors trick of
doing a three handed job with two, I was passing the log-line to Andy to sort out
when the genoa decided to jump out of the jammer. Andy reached for the sheet just
as I thought he had the log-line. Net result was the log-line sliding quietly over the
stern. The one trip where it really would have been nice to know how far we had
travelled.

Half way across the sound, passing Glas Eileanan, the wind fell light and eventually
died about half a mile from the bay. Such are the vagaries of sailing, you start in
a F5 with a reefed main and end up rowing. There were two cruising boats in the
bay and a single house on the shore which proved to be deserted. Surrounded by
trees and beautifully sheltered, the bay had only one drawback, that being the curse
of Scotland - midgies. However as it was June they were not too bad although Paul
was not convinced.

TheIbeach at Ardtornish BavI~\ 
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3 ~~The beach at Ardtornzsh Bay



Saturday 12th June

The previous evenings forecast was for Northerly winds F4 which would have given
a beat up the remainder of the Sound of Mull. However, we woke to a beautiful day
with only a zephyr of south-south-westerly blowing. While getting the stove lit for
the moming brew Chris appeared after his exploration of the castle on Ardtomish
Point and reported very little wind in the sound. Over breakfast we decided to
continue to Coil but with a stop at Tobermory for Chris to collect his Poste Restante
mail and to rivet my boom fitting. Off we set, noticing only the faintest signs of life
aboard the two cruisers. Ghosting out of the bay we were on a broad reach past the
point and the mouth of Loch Aline towards Salen Bay where we headed more
northerly up to Tobermiory. A large cruiser kept roughly apace of us while we were
languishing, drinking beer and eating nuts until he put his spinnaker up and began
to overtake us quite quickly.
"Right, that's it," I declared "get the kite up."
"When I finish my beer" was the reply. Such are the pressures of cruising.

With the spinnaker up and drawing we rapidly began to overhaul the other Wayfarer
which had once again done a horizon job on us. With the last gasp of the breeze we
caught them just south of Calve Island which forms the eastem side of the
Tobermory anchorage. Here the breeze died and, with a strong tidal set flowing out
from Tobermory Bay, we decided to motor the last mile and a half. It says a lot for
our old Seagull engine that it managed to push two heavily laden Wayfarers against
the current.

, _
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Tobermory amazes me with its setting and pastel coloured buildings. On a warm.
sunny day you could be in the Mediterranean. Anchoring to the right of the pier on
the town beach we set about our various tasks and soon had the boom repaired.
Chores over it was off to the Misnish Hotel to decide what to do next. While
working on the boat I had noticed that the wind had returned from a north-easterly
direction which suited us. It was decided to press on to Sorisdale Bay in the north-
east corner of Coil, a beautiful little bay which Andy and I had visited on a previous
trip. Its only drawback was that it was inhabited. Our philosophy when cruising is
to visit places as out of the way as possible, hence we carry all the food and stores
we need to be independent, boom failures notwithstanding. After all, what is the
point of cruising in a Wayfarer if you cannot visit places that other boats cannot
reach.

A close reach out of Tobermory passed the northern tip of Calve Island and we put
in a tack which would take us just clear of the light on Rubha Nan Gall and
Ardmore Point. Once clear of Ardmore Point and off Guengorm Castle with
Ardnamurchan lighthouse now showing to starboard the wind fell light again and we
began to wonder if we would ever reach Coll. Once again, languishing was the
order of the day and Andy began to reel off the islands in view; Skye, Rhum, Eig,g
Muck, Canna to the north. To the west lay Coll and Tiree while to the south v nn
could pick out Mull, lona, the Treshnish Group and as a distant grey mass on the
horizon, the signposts of the Inner Hebrides, the Paps of Jura. "They feel total
familiar now." remarked Andy as, on our previous trips, we have visited nine of th.
eleven islands in view.

Sailing out to Coll Rhumon the horrizon
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While Andy was engrossed in island spotting, I had been looking at the map, being
slightly apprehensive of Scorisdale Bay should the wind go easterly. On the OS map
a small bay on the north coast was shown which appeared sandy as was almost
totally landlocked, being blocked by a small islet.
"Now that's a Wayfarer Bay" I pointed out to Andy, raising him from his
daydreams.

A call to the others to inform them of the change of plan and, as we cleared
Ardnamurchan Point, the wind picked up to a very pleasant F3 and backed more
northerly. The north end of Coll is a mass of islets and rocks with Gaelic names
meaning "The Great high rough point" and, more ominously, "The Great Curse" but
the beauty of Wayfarer sailing is that with careful use of Mark I eyeball, a bit of
common sense and a reaching F3 there should be no problem weaving a way
through rocks. (I should also point out to southern sailors that is these waters you
can see down at least fifteen feet.) With us rock-hopping along the other Wayfarer
stood out slightly and called out they could see the beach, but this I found difficult
to believe. Five minutes later and could the OS map be wrong as there was still no
sign of the little bay and, even with my complete faith in the OS, I was getting
slightly apprehensive. Then we looked backward and there was the perfect bay with
a wonderful grassy area for camping. Even the house marked on the map was only
a ruin.

With the tent pitched, a curry bubbling away on the stove and a glass of red wine
in our hands we lay back and watched the sunset while a seal came to see who had
the audacity to disturb his realm. Even the sea sounded muted in this wonderful bay
and - making the whole place even more idyllic - no midgies.

ci
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Sunday 13th June

Woke to a dull, overcast day. I went up to the stream for water and, on returning,
Paul wondered if I had found the source of all Scotch Whisky. I had to admit that
the water came somewhere between a Laphroaig and a Glenmorangie in coloration
but did he have to then give me a lecture on all the diseases I could catch. Paul is
a doctor so this gave more weight to his talk. I was so disturbed by his medical
opinion that I had to have a cup of tea to calm me down.

We loaded the boats and met just outside the bay to give Chris & Paul the course
which I had worked out before we left.
"300 degrees magnetic" I called over and off we set.
"That's funny," remarked Andy "the boats are going in different directions." Having
established that Chris was in fact sailing 300 but to the south of my 300 I decided
that we would use my compass as, even if it was wrong we would reach the Outer
Hebrides somewhere whereas, using Chris's, we could have missed the islands.
Then both boats checked the compasses using hand bearing compasses and it was
established that our compass was in error. What yesterday had been "that wonderful
Seagull" now became "that damned engine" as it got the blame for the deviation.
(We stow it under the starboard front bench while the compass is mounted on the
centreboard case).

The day continued overcast with visibility of about seven miles as we sailed out into
the Minch. To confirm our compass error, the incoming ferry loomed out of the
murk, crossing obliquely to our bows but we continued to sail slightly above the
course we required as the correct course would have given us a dead run. A quick
recalculation and I reckoned we would end up near the airport on Barra.

In the early part of the trip there were a lot of seabirds, Guillemots, Razorbills, Tems
and Petrels but, after we crossed the fishing banks, we could have been the only four
people left in the world and over the next few hours we missed the comforting face
of the log slowly ticking off the miles. Lunchtime saw us playing our usual "what's
the windspeed?" game prior to listening to the shipping forecast. The previous
evenings shipping forecast had predicted wind F4/5 south-easterly. We both guessed
it to be F4, however both Tiree to the south and Butt of Lewis to the North reported
F5.

We sailed on before a grey following sea, grateful we weren't beating into it.
Meanwhile, unknown to us, Paul in the other boat was suffering quite badly from the
effects of the cold and wet. Chris was running through in his mind all the treatments
he knew for hypothermia in an open boat, surely the makings of one of the smallest
books ever written.

Our next game of "what time will we see land?" proved accurate as both our "best
guesses" were 1600 hrs and at 16.15 Andy remarked that he was sure the darkening
in the murk ahead was land. I had come to the same conclusion about five minutes
earlier but had refrained from saying anything - just in case it wasn't. It was now
obvious that visibility had closed down even more as about ten minutes after



establishing that it was land we could see breakers on the outlying islets and rocks;
but where were we. Andy, the only person to have been on Barra before, was
confident that he would recognise the fairly obvious topography but with poor
visibility and low cloud this was not the case. I was reasonably sure that the high
dark mass to the north was the bottom of South Uist, so on that basis and the lack
of any other educated guesses we bore off south, by now very close to the outlying
islands. Then we spoiled a cardinal mark. A hasty exchange of OS map for chart
showed only one cardinal mark off Barra at the approach to Castlebay. By now my
local Barra guru, Andy, was giving directions and advice. "Round this point"....
"The land to port is Vattersay"...."Those houses should be the start of the village."
Then, "I don't remember that'"...."this does not look right". So where were we? The
wind was blowing us down a long inlet and, sheltered by the outlying islands, the
seas had died down so it seemed logical to sail on.

Eventually we could sail no further and stopped at a small pier which summed up
small piers anywhere on the west coast with the usual boat under repair, the weed
covered ropes, discarded fish boxes and the ubiquitous dead crab lying on the
bottom. Not the place you dream of landing after a seven and a half hour trip. With
his feet on dry land Paul recovered and offered round his lunch which he failed to
eat on the trip. But where were we
? Pride precluded me from asking a
couple out walking their dog. Andy
with quick thinking sprinted up the
road as we were close to the church
and post office but no names on
either. Obviously the people here
knew where they lived. In the other
direction I spotted a couple of road
signs at the end of the loch where
the road split and ambled down to North Bay
have a surreptitious look. They
were in Gaelic! However, I did recognise the Gaelic for Castle and this was shown
in both directions, hence we could only be on Barra - there had still been a nagging
doubt. Then it was easy with the help of the OS map to work out that we had
arrived in North Bay about three miles north of Castlebay.

Over a cup of tea and the rest of Paul's lunch, we decided we definitely could not
camp by the pier so, under engine, we were soon back at a small cove just back up
the inlet. We set up camp and soon a spaghetti bolognaise was cooking but no one
could persuade Paul that he could take his lifejacket off while sitting in the tent.
"You just never know." was his reply.
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Monday 14th June

We awoke to find a day as sunny and clear as yesterday had been dull. The air had
the cleanness and clarity
usually only associated
with high mountains.
Because of this breakfast
and boat loading became a
very protracted, leisurely
affair. Today's plan was
a gentle rock hop along
the coast to Castlebay to
meet the contacts we had X
made on Barra. The wind /
was a gentle F2 north- - - - -- ------.
easterly giving a run down _z., >j
the coast after an
interesting beat out of the
narrow inlet of North Bay.
Heading back out to sea we now began to fully appreciate the mass of rocks and
islets we had passed through on the previous day. Out past the high island of Fuiay
we hove to in order to have a beer, some nuts, watch the seals play and just drink
in our surroundings. The water was so clear you see the seals swimming around.
We passed round Bruemish Point, staying as close to the main island as possible.
Ghosting quietly along we rounded a point very close to some rocks on which seals
were sunbathing. I swear you could see a look of surprise on the faces of the seals,
some of which immediately took to the water while others just rolled over - it was
that sort of day.

Once clear of the point, we put the spinnaker up and, bubbling along with only
shorts on, watched the island drift by. This is how Wayfarer Cruising is meant to
be. We hardened up to reach along the south coast then rounded the final point and,
suddenly, Castlebay lay before us in a beautiful setting of a large bay with the
mountain behind. As we passed Kiessimuls Castle there was a Wayfarer on a buoy.
We had only just stepped out of the boats when David Bickle, appeared and
introduced himself. His house overlooks the bay and castle so he had seen us sailing
in. His enthusiasm was infectious and he soon had us into his house, pouring over
the charts and giving advice on which beaches to use. Adjoumment to the hotel for
lunch saw us lying on the lawn high above the bay with the three Wayfarers bobbing
on David's trot, while in the distance lay the southem islands of Vattersay, Sandray,
Pabbay, Mingulay and, at the very end, Bemeray. These are just the larger islands.
There are another dozen smaller islands and innumerable rocks and skerries dotted
around.
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As we had to make arrangements about getting Chris and his boat back we had toI ~ ~see the ferry people that evening so it was decided to sail the five miles down to
Sandray, the first of the large uninhabited islands, set up camp, then sail back to
Castlebay in the evening. With the wind giving us a broad reach down and a close

reach back this sounded perfect. We had a choice of bays to land at on Sandray but
decided on the larger south-easterly facing one. On coming through the small gap3 ~~between Sandray and the outlyer of Eileen Mor the bay opened and gave a panorama
of golden sand and deep green water. We decided to camp on some old lazybeds
located on a peninsular overlooking the bay. Carrying the camping gear up thereU ~ ~was awkward but the reward was justified as we looked down on the two boats at
anchor on the clearest water I've ever seen.

I ~~A wander round the peninsular gave us evidence of the struggle for life. We came
across an oystercatchers nest containing an egg with a little hole at one end through3 ~~which you could just see the beak of a dead chick. With a cup of tea on the boil we

noticed a sail approaching the bay it was David who decided to pop over for a visit.

3~~~atea
U~ ~ ~hn evn hi' otsul tanhr estofbc oCslbyarvn

bothen, leaving Chis's boat slepnugl bats anc thore setd off bakefeto Cateay. arvn



Tuesday 15th June

Chris greeted us in the morning with the news that there was a dead dolphin in the
adjacent bay. On inspection it looked as if it might have been still born as it was
only about two feet long with no evidence of damage. At the "committee meeting"
over breakfast we decided to sail down to Berneray round Barra head and come back
to our camp on Sandray. We got away on a dull day with the wind blowing F3/4
from the south-west which would give us a beat down to Berneray. An hour and a
half of beating later and we were just off Pabbay, the next large island in the group,
with Mingulay a further three and a half miles away, just visible. This was not
nearly so pleasant as the day before so a drastic change of plan was called for, a
visit to Pabbay. After all, surely flexibility is the key to enjoyable dinghy sailing.
The only landing spot on Pabbay was a beautiful bay which gave reasonable
protection. The cloud was now at three hundred feet but the forecast was for the
weather to improve later so we were
left with the question of what to do on
a dull day on Pabbay. We immediately
ruled out the disco and the amusement
arcade and went off to explore the old
house and symbol stone marked on the
map. The symbol stone appeared to be
on top of a burial mound and certainly
predated the house which was of the
style of the 19th century. Our next
project was to visit the highest point of
the island, all five hundred and sixty
four feet of it. This proved to be more Symbol Stone on Pabbay
of an aesthetic exercise than obtaining
heights for the view. Still, after stumbling around in the mist and coming across a
wall which appeared to bisect the island, we did finally come across the trig point.
A visit to an old castle site left us wondering in amazement at the breed of people
who must have inhabited these places.

An easy reach back to Sandray saw the weather improving so Chris set off to fish
the loch while the rest of us lay around reading. For some inexplicable reason a
swell had begun to set into the bay making the anchored boats move around a bit.
While lying reading we began to be aware of the tone of the waves changing as the
tide fell. The breaking wave from the swell was moving quite close to Chris's boat.
Suddenly, Andy shot out of the tent. He had just seen Chris's boat do a tremendous
surf down a breaking wave to be brought up with a jarring crash as the anchor bit.
As it was close to the bottom of the tide we decided to leave it for the moment,
however a couple of alarming surfs later we decided this was no way to treat our
trusty boats. We retrieved them and rollered them up the beach clear of the high
water mark. Paul succeeded in sleeping through all this excitement. Then Chris
returned without any fish so we consoled him with fresh steak and several glasses
of red wine. Paul slept on.
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Wednesday 16th June

The weather was again dull and overcast but with a promise of a better end to the
day. At the breakfast "committee meeting` everyone seemed affected by the

weather, the only real decision made was to vacate the bay as the swell was as bad
as ever. The lack of decisiveness drove everyone back to their tents for a spot of3 ~~reading. Around lunch time and with the weather beginning to brighten, Andy and
I set off to explore the island while the other two read on.

5 ~~We climbed the highest point just as the cloud lifted and then set off to look at the
other two bays on the island as possible anchorages, the one opposite ours, and quite
close in land terms being deemed the better. Arriving back at the tent, still with no

decision made, we set about breaking camp. Not wishing to launch loaded
Wayfarers into the swell sweeping down the bay, we rowed round the point to Dead3 ~~Dolphin Bay and loaded up there. We set off with the vague idea of sailing down
to Barra Head then back to the other bay on Sandray. The wind was an easy F3/4
and the seas calm with a definite brightening of the weather. Just of Pabbay we3 ~~were delighted to see a school of dolphins leaping clear of the water. We had never
seen anything like this before, the dolphins off the Scottish coast are usually quite
sedate. The six o'clock weather forecast did not give any dire warnings so we

continued to beat south with the other boat falling quite far behind.

3 ~~Approaching Mingulay, the bay and beach looked very inviting, however we had
been warned of vicious dumping surf but, as the other boat was now well down on
the horizon we decided to go into the bay to have a closer look and wait. On3 ~~closing the shore it was obvious why the beach would be affected since it was very.
steep to and, despite a barely
perceptible swell and an offshoreU ~ ~breeze, there was still a reasonable
wave break. Sitting having a beer while
waiting for Chris, we decided that we

could land and, if we rolled the boats
up the beach, we should be safe3 ~~enough. When Chris reached us he was
very worried that there was something
terminally wrong with his boat. On theU ~ ~beat he had heard a loud crack and the
boat then became difficult to sail.

I ~~The proposal that we put to Chris was for three people to sail over in Chris's boat
and with the minimum of delay, get it clear of the surf. Then the other boat would3 ~~sail over and, with four people handling it, there should be no problem. The whole
exercise went smoothly and so we found ourselves on yet another island. The only
problem now being that due to the size of the beach it was a long way to find a3 ~~decent campsite. We also found that, much to our surprise, the island was not quite

deserted - a small tent was pitched further up the valley.



After setting up camp we went to have a look at Chris's boat and found the leading
edge of the centreboard had snapped off - so much for vertically laminated racing
foils in a cruising boat. Having reassured Paul that the small indentations were not
teeth marks and that "jaws" was not filmed off Barra we went for as brief wander
round the old village. Mingulay was inhabited until 1911 and at its peak supported
about fifteen families. The only building still in reasonable repair was the two storey
chapel house with what used to be the meeting house above the living quarters. As
it was getting late, we decided to have a meal and leave further exploration until the
next day.

Thursday 17th June

The weather pattern now seemed to be settled into dull overcast mornings, clearing
later in the day. Thursday morning was no different so after breakfast and in full
wet weather gear three of us set off for a wander around. Paul had decided the
excitement was too much and retired to his tent to read. As the weather was so
miserable no one bought binoculars or a camera, besides we were only wandering
around close to the tents. The village in our immediate area contained about six
roofless houses, the majority being the early "black house" type, while a couple were
obviously from a later period. We
followed the road to the other half
of the village about quarter of a -
mile away, wondering at the
industry of these people in building
bridges and banking the road in
such an isolated spot. The road
led to what used to be the school
and a further couple of old houses, ' . ;I ~ ~one of which had been maintained
for the use of shepherds.
Continuing along the road we
arrived at the loading dock, which
had a stairway built into a small
cliff leading to a platform about thirty feet above the sea. On the platform could be
seen the remains of a hand worked crane for off loading the boats. Looking straight
down we could see a couple of seals in the kelp beds.

The weather was again slowly improving so we continued to follow the track round
island until we eventually came to what appeared to have been fields, and again the
remains of an old building. We were now on the south end of the island and
Berneray lay half a mile away with the lighthouse perched on the highest part of the
island. I think what impressed us all at this point was the feeling of deep isolation.
Rarely in all my travels have I felt so isolated.
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We continued round to the westem side of the island as we wanted to visit what was
described on the map as a natural arch. However, our brief glimpses of the map had
not prepared us for the view as we topped the hill. We were faced with sheer five
hundred foot cliffs, which were covered in a multitude of sea birds. Standing on the
top watching the sea surging into the cliff foot we had the impression we were on
display since the Fulmars appeared to be taking off and, using the updraught, flying
very close to us at eye level. On the cliff ledges we could see Fulmars, Puffins,
Razor-Bills and both the bridled and common Guillemot. We continued along the
cliff edge, in complete awe of this dramatic scenery, all the while accompanied by
the boom of surf and the raucous cries of the seabirds. On a side excursion to the
highest point of the island we came across the old peat grounds where the locals had
dug their fuel.

Back at the camp, Paul must have wondered what had happened to us when we
arrived back, all three gibbering on about cliffs, sea and birds. Whether to placate
us or escape the rantings, Paul made his own visit to the cliffs as we packed up.
Due to the state of Chris's centreboard we decided against sailing to Berneray but
to sail down the western edges of Pabbay and Sandray back to Vattersay. With a
reversal of the previous days procedure we launched both boats without any
problems until I came to put down my centreboard - jammed solid. How can a little
sand cause such an immovable obstacle?

With the wind blowing offshore we had no alternative but to sail downwind to
Pabbay where we rolled the boat over to free the centreboard. Once this was done
we continued our sail across the Sound of Pabbay to the western side of Sandray,
through the Sound of Sandray and back into the now familiar waters off the eastern
coast of Vatersay. Our final camp was on a small beach on the eastern tip of
Vatersay, looking right into Castlebay. With the tents up and a meal bubbling away
on the stove, we finished off the last of the wine as the weather deteriorated. Still
at the end of a great day we felt very satisfied.

Friday 18th June

We woke to the sound of rain on the tent and, looking out, we could only just make
out Castlebay, a mere two kilometres away. Once again the forecast had been for
an improvement in the weather but we required a lot of convincing, so we turned
over in our sleeping bags. After a very protracted breakfast and with everyone
apparently working at half speed we began to break up camp as the rain finally
eased. The final sail ofjust over a mile was very gratifying, both boats rounding the
point and sailing the final reach side by side, with the crews feeling very satisfied
with life. We arrived in Castlebay about noon with about ten hours to wait for the
ferry back to Oban. So we began the laborious task of putting one boat to bed for
the winter and getting the other ready for the ferry. Caledbnian Macbrayne very
kindly gave us the use of a store to put our kit in while David Bickle gave us the
complete use of his launching trolley. With everything finally sorted out we
adjourned to the hotel for a meal and a final pint and once again we were able to sit
on the front lawn in our shirt sleeves watching streamers of cloud generated by the



high islands to the south being blown towards the mainland. The finale to the
journey was the trip back on the ferry. On a perfectly clear, still night we watched
the lights of Castlebay fall astern while on the horizon the Hyskeir light, which we
had seen from our camp on Coll, could be seen winking. Finally, the great light on
Ardnamurchan appeared which really did seem to signal the end of our trip.

The Crews:

lain McRobbie Andrew Vines: Chris Yerbury Paul Lehner

June 1993
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